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Information pertaining to the private
sphere of one’s life is not a fixed and
undisputed meaning in law, but rather it is
contextually defined in consideration of
the social environment of one’s life, the perceptions, mentations,
customs of a certain social environmental context, which might be in
constant flux. There are no areas of life not governed by contextspecific norms of information flow, and privacy is not an exception to
this rule. People move into and out of a plurality of distinct contexts
Privacy and information
sharing in contexts of daily life
with different norms
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every day with a reasonable expectation for respect of their privacy, at
least in Europe.1 As we move between spheres of daily life, we have to
alter our behaviors to correspond with the norms of those spheres, i.e. to
adjust our behaviour to those spheres of daily life, but usually we do not
deprive ourselves willingly from the right to privacy despite the fact
which we easily acknowledge hastily that there will always be risks in
information-sharing in the sense that information appropriately shared
in one context becomes inappropriately shared in a context with
different norms. Information is always tagged, as it were, with the
context in which it is revealed, though in the E.U. legal framework,
compares to the U.S. law,2 there is more certainty upon to what
information constitutes the core of privacy, personal and sensitive data
and what the requirements are for legal use of it irrespective of the
context that this information is used. Still, there is no such thing as
context-free information; the protection of privacy makes sense both in
public and in private spaces, and the meanings of privacy, public and
private spaces are subject to different norms and contexts which are
(re)shaped in society constantly.3 For most of the people with no legal
background, privacy and information-sharing related to it can probably
better be understood in relation to the context in which information is
shared.
In this work, we’re approaching the context of Facebook as a social
networking site with the aim to understand the level of privacy and data
protection related to it. This approach is affected by the sensitivity and
regulation for data protection in effect in the E.U.,4 though we’re aware
of the fact that Facebook Inc., is not a legal entity based in the
jurisdiction of any E.U.-member country,5 but rather subjects to the
U.S. law.; yet, it may also subject to the E.U. data protection law in
accordance with the legal opinion of the Article 29 Data Protection
Working Party.6 That fact should not drive us into the conclusion that
Facebook Inc., could organise and operate in consideration only of the
U.S. law for data protection and privacy, but rather it should consider
and organize its Facebook Platform and Applications with the aim to
abide by E.U. data protection regulation.7 Facebook represents a novel
phenomenon to (risk of) data protection and privacy8 online that
considers all companies of the breed of social networking sites,
probably because of the fact that Facebook is the most widely known
and used9 among them.10
In order to define social networking sites, we consider boyd11 and
Ellison’s definition of them as web-based services that allow
individuals to (1) construct a public or semi-public profile within a
bounded system, (2) articulate a list of other users with whom they
share a connection, and (3) view and traverse their list of connections
and those made by others within the system.12 The defining
characteristics of a social networking site are (a) tools for posting
personal data13 into a person’s ‘profile’ and user-created content linked
to a person’s interests and personal life; (b) tools for personalised,
socially-focused interactions, based around the profile (e.g.
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recommendations, discussion, blogging, organisation of offline social
events, reports of events); (c) tools for defining social relationships
which determine who has access to data available on social networking
sites and who can communicate with whom and how.14
Almost all of the evidence suggests that
Facebook users primarily use the social
networking site to solidify and develop
their offline social relationships, rather than to make new relationships
online.15 Young people primarily use online technologies to talk with
people they already know.16 Facebook claims to have an age restriction
for young people under 13 years old,17 but this age restriction and
website mechanism for age verification seems to be relatively effective.
For an underage user it is quite easy to cheat the age-verification
mechanism by making a false statement.18 Website safeguards, which
include content advisories, age verification, or credit card verification,
were found to be reasonably effective at decreasing the amount of
personal information provided by children 10-12 and 13-14, but not
prohibitive for participation in the Facebook Platform and Applications,
which means that children 10-14 years old were able to log onto the
system by making false statements regarding their age; for 15-17 year
olds, safeguards created a “boomerang effect” where teens reacted
negatively, attempted to circumvent the safeguards, and ultimately
tended to provide more personal information than when safeguards
were absent.19
Research findings and studies
on Facebook users

Although users’ practice to put their information online in social
networking sites is perceived to be a risk for harassment, solicitation,
flaming,20 denigration,21 impersonation,22 outing,23 trickery,24
exclusion,25 stalking,26 and threatening by revealing personal
information,27 people, especially young social networking sites users
tend to flirt, gossip, build relationships and hang out with peers at social
networking places online.28 The more young people use the Internet to
talk to their friends and engage in playful, social behaviour, the more
likely that young people is to reveal personal information and the less
likely to engage in privacy-protective behaviours.29 Moreover, research
indicates that Facebook users rarely change their default privacy
settings, leading to the conclusion that users are “quite oblivious,
unconcerned, or just pragmatic about their personal privacy.”30 Studies
show that young people conceptualize the Internet as a private space
where they can share secrets and talk to their friends, behaviour that
intrinsically requires the sharing of personal information.31
This behaviour causes privacy worries which are centred on the risks of
“public living” through social networking sites such as Facebook.32
Constant publicity of Facebook users’ data tends to cause them to
modify their desires and behaviors accordingly so as to cope with the
fact of being public and of having all of their data that is inferred onto
the system being publicly available all the time.33 The logic is: if
everything in life is an image, then images become real for us, so we
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tend to view ourselves in terms of the images we present, and tend to
take pleasure in constructing the images of ourselves.34 In addition, the
perceived social benefits of online information-sharing seem to be
perceived as outweighing any potential privacy risks.35 The idea of
being publicly and constantly available the constructed images of
Facebook users on its platform at some point is in good terms with the
idea of being under incessant surveillance—at least by the people who
the users recognize as their friends—which causes people to stop
hiding, and the panoptic principle is felt as neither a threat nor
punishment, but, rather, as amusement, liberation and pleasure.36
Information disclosure through Facebook and online popularity are
interrelated and are inextricably linked. Disclosure thereby becomes an
aspect of identity construction, and that construction is linked with
popularity: the people who are most popular are those whose identity
construction is most actively participated in by others.37 As a result, the
risks of limiting access to personal information become greater than the
risks of disclosure, because when limiting access, the Facebook user
also limits the potential for identity construction and thus potentially
reduces his or her popularity through the Facebook Platform and
Applications.38
For many people the very distinction
between “public” and “private” is
problematic.39 They tend to view privacy
in more nuanced ways, conceptualizing
Facebook spaces as “semi-public” or
“semi-private” depending on the angle they look it from or making
distinctions between different groups of “friends.”40 The urge to post as
much private information on Facebook as possible with the aim to
construct images of them41 that are being constantly public is much
closer to the need of Facebook users to seek publicity42 rather than the
need to protect their private information in a public forum.43
Commercial data brokers like ChoicePoint44 have leveraged on this
need and made a (huge) profit by piecing together people’s personal
data to form individual profiles or “digital dossiers”45 of people such as
Facebook users who tend to put online as much personal data and
information as possible.46 Personal information is a commodity that is
bought and sold by data-mining companies, marketing firms, and credit
reporting agencies, and is especially valuable when coming from young
people, whose consumption is a multi-billion dollar industry.47
Digital dossiers, data brokering
of Facebook users’ personal
and sensitive data, and other
threats to privacy

The “digital dossiers” threat is not the only one, of course. There are
others, too, which could result into lucrative data-mining and
aggregation to the detriment of Facebook users’ privacy and personal
data protection.48 ENISA has been looking at them carefully trying to
shed light upon the phenomenon of social networking sites seen from
the angle of information risk. Among these threats, ENISA includes the
use of face recognition technologies,49 Content-based Image Retrieval
(CBIR) technologies,50 linkability from image data,51 difficulty to
complete account deletion, SNS spamming,52 Cross Site Scripting
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(XSS) viruses and worms,53 SNS aggregators,54 SNS phishing, profilesquatting and reputation slander through identity theft, stalking,55
bullying,56 and corporate espionage. In the online forum of Facebook
Platform and Applications, users, unaware of the existence of data
brokers or data miners that gain from personal data exploitation and
trade, have come to present themselves accordingly more in
consideration of taking advantage of Facebook’s enhanced and
inevitable publicity rather than with the aim to protect the privacy of
private information which is willingly posted onto a public forum. This
behaviour has been the cause for increasing use and dissemination of
personal information which could set data subjects increasingly
powerless and vulnerable due to lack of control of their own personal
information, images and reputation.57
Information posted to the Internet is
potentially visible to all. For most
people, such universal broadcast of
information has no parallel offline.58 In
other words, offline personal information is seldom communicated to a
context anywhere near as broad as the entire Internet. Information flows
on social networking sites such as Facebook are mediated not just by
the global nature of Internet communication, but by the ways that those
sites and their users interpret the meaning of online friendship and the
social norms that go with it.59 Boyd argues that social networking sites
are complicating the way in which people interact because they have
four properties usually not present in face-to-face public life:60
Persistence: Unlike the ephemeral quality of speech in unmediated
publics, networked communications are recorded for posterity. This
enables asynchronous communication but it also extends the period of
existence of any speech act. Searchability: Because expressions are
recorded and identity is established through text, search and discovery
tools help people find like minds. Replicability: Hearsay can be
deflected as misinterpretation, but networked public expressions can be
copied from one place to another verbatim such that there is no way to
distinguish the “original” from the “copy.” Invisible audiences: While
we can visually detect most people who can overhear our speech in
unmediated spaces, it is virtually impossible to ascertain all those who
might run across our expressions in networked publics.
Persistence, Searchability,
Replicability, and Invisible
audience

Also, according to Yochai Benkler, in the online context two general
phenomena can be observed. First, “We see a thickening of preexisting
relations with friends, family, and neighbors, particularly with those
who were not easily reachable in the pre-Internet-mediated
environment.”61 Second, “we are beginning to see the emergence of
greater scope for limited purpose, loose relationships” as for example
those surrounding topic-specific blogs.62 Both these two phenomena
exist in the Facebook environment. While in offline life privacy related
to the cultivation of thick or loose relationships is a matter of face-toface interactions and ad hoc decision making, in the environment of
Facebook privacy can hardly become a matter to cope with on a case5

by-case basis, but rather is merely an issue that is left to manage
through the system’s available privacy settings and mechanisms.
Although Facebook theoretically has a highly granular set of privacy
settings, users do not appear to be taking advantage of them. Research
indicates that the majority of Facebook users do not understand or even
read the privacy statements.63 Or that even those who read and
understand them, do not refrain from posting their personal data and
information online. Acknowledgment of privacy statements and settings
does not affect information provision, suggesting that ignorance of
privacy statements and settings is not wholly responsible for the
reluctance of Facebook users to restrict access to their profiles.64 It is
beyond doubt, though, that when the privacy statements and settings are
byzantine, difficult to find, and hard to understand, then this is a main
reason for the existence of users’ inability to form or effectuate their
privacy preferences.65 In addition, Facebook’s structure as a system
which encourages a binarization of social relations into “friend” and
“not friend,” flattens out all of the nuances of face-to-face interactions
and all the options regarding privacy protection that is judged ad hoc in
offline life.66 Thus, even if assumed that Facebook privacy statements
and settings had not been byzantine, even if Facebook users had not had
any difficulty in understanding and using them, their privacy options
would have been quite relative in effect simply because their privacy
status would subject to their friends’ privacy options, as well. And a
Facebook user can never command what his/her Facebook ‘friends’ will
opt to regarding their privacy issues as well as how the ‘friends’ will
behave online regarding privacy protection.
Members of the Facebook community can create their own personal
profile–complete with a profile photo and public photo albums, videos,
and notes. They can also designate “friends,” who are other Facebook
users, and join virtual “Groups” that are focused around common
themes and interests. Members can also choose which parts of their
profile they would like to make visible to other members. Facebook
also contains a “news feed,” which is located on a user’s Facebook
homepage immediately after they log into the site. This personal news
feed functions much like a typical news feed does. The basic difference
is that the “news” contained in the Facebook news feed consists of
profile updates made by a user’s friends. Typical news stories include
updates to relationship status, changes to information that members list
about themselves on their profiles, and new photos that members have
posted to their albums.
Facebook, that was set up by 2004, was initially only available to users
who had a valid email address from a handful of colleges and
universities. The site essentially served as an online, extended version
of paper “facebooks” that are distributed at many college campuses to
incoming freshmen. When it started, Facebook was a private space for
communication with a group of a user’s choice. By that time, a news
feed on a user’s friend could be seen only by said user. Soon, it
transformed into a platform where much of a user’s information is
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public by default, thus a news feed could be seen by any Facebook user
if the content posted online was set to ‘Everyone’ privacy settings. In
2006, Facebook was opened to all members of the general public.
Today, it has become a platform where a user has no choice but to make
certain information public—‘Everyone’ information—and this public
information may be shared by Facebook with its partner websites and
used to target ads. Today, the only membership requirements are a valid
email address and formal agreement to the website’s Terms of Use and
Privacy Policy.67 Facebook can now gather unprecedented amounts of
personal information on its users. While information disclosed is
ostensibly used by Facebook to customise and personalise its services,
it can also be used for targeting (e.g. advertising), discrimination (e.g.
price discrimination) or the transfer of data to third parties through
resale.
In May 2007, Facebook introduced their
application platform, allowing third party
developers to create added functionality
that links to a user’s profile. These applications enhance the social
experience on Facebook by allowing users to add additional content to
their profiles, play games with their friends, share photos and other
media, and much more. The main three features that Facebook added to
its social networking system involving partnerships with third parties
were Public Search, Social Ads, and Beacon. Theses applications have
been extremely successful. Facebook reports that 70% of users interact
with an application each month, with over fifty thousand applications
available.68 In order to complement a user’s profile, Facebook allows
applications to access most of the user’s profile information, except for
contact information. More disturbing, however, is that these
applications are also allowed to access the same information for all of a
user’s friends! While this allows applications to incorporate information
about a user’s social spheres into their functionality, few need access to
such a wide variety of information to do so.
Facebook Applications

The privacy problems with such applications are easy enough to see.69
If I join a fitness club, I expect to tell them my name and address, as
well as some information about my fitness level and maybe even my
doctor’s name or my birthday. I do not expect to share which books and
movies I like, where I went to school and where I work, and what my
religious and political affiliations are or what is my sexual orientation
by answering any kind of direct or indirect questions upon it. And my
friends have every reason to expect that I will not share the parallel
information about them with the fitness club.70 This information sharing
is largely invisible, despite the fact that Facebook self-describes its
nature of operations as a mechanism that is about sharing information
with others either friends or other members in the Facebook
community.71 Users are alerted with a simple message each time they
install an application that both their own and their friends’ information
will be shared. However, this message is not very descriptive, and is
easy to ignore as users are more focused on the task of using the
7

application than on their privacy. Many users simply ‘click through’
these privacy notices, ignoring the one important piece of information
that alerts them about giving away their information and the
information of their friends to third parties.
Facebook’s incremental transformation
regarding its privacy policy is indicative
of the company’s profitable manoeuvres
in association with its advertising and business partners leveraging on
the valuable personal data and information of its users.72 Facebook
originally earned its core base of users by offering them simple and
powerful controls over their personal information. As Facebook grew
larger and became more important, slowly but surely leveraged more
and more on its users’ information and personal data with the aim to
profit from business partnering and advertising in exchange for
sacrificing of privacy and data protection and for limiting Facebook
users’ options to control their own information.73 EFF’s presentation of
Facebook’s Privacy Policy timeline indicates gradual withdrawing from
strict data protection and privacy of personal information submitted to
the system by its users.74
Facebook Privacy Policy circa 2005: “No personal information that you
submit to Thefacebook will be available to any user of the Web Site who
does not belong to at least one of the groups specified by you in your
privacy settings.”
Facebook Privacy Policy circa 2006: “We understand you may not want
everyone in the world to have the information you share on Facebook;
that is why we give you control of your information. Our default privacy
settings limit the information displayed in your profile to your school,
your specified local area, and other reasonable community limitations
that we tell you about.”
Facebook Privacy Policy circa 2007: “Profile information you submit to
Facebook will be available to users of Facebook who belong to at least
one of the networks you allow to access the information through your
privacy settings (e.g., school, geography, friends of friends). Your
name, school name, and profile picture thumbnail will be available in
search results across the Facebook network unless you alter your
privacy settings.”
Facebook Privacy Policy circa November 2009: “Facebook is designed
to make it easy for you to share your information with anyone you want.
You decide how much information you feel comfortable sharing on
Facebook and you control how it is distributed through your privacy
settings. You should review the default privacy settings and change
them if necessary to reflect your preferences. You should also consider
your settings whenever you share information. … Information set to
“everyone” is publicly available information, may be accessed by
everyone on the Internet (including people not logged into Facebook),
is subject to indexing by third party search engines, may be associated
with you outside of Facebook (such as when you visit other sites on the
internet), and may be imported and exported by us and others without
privacy limitations. The default privacy setting for certain types of
Facebook’s incremental
transformation
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information you post on Facebook is set to “everyone.” You can review
and change the default settings in your privacy settings.”
Facebook Privacy Policy circa December 2009: “Certain categories of
information such as your name, profile photo, list of friends and pages
you are a fan of, gender, geographic region, and networks you belong
to are considered publicly available to everyone, including Facebookenhanced applications, and therefore do not have privacy settings. You
can, however, limit the ability of others to find this information through
search using your search privacy settings.”
Current Facebook Privacy Policy, as of April 2010: “When you connect
with an application or website it will have access to General
Information about you. The term General Information includes your
and your friends’ names, profile pictures, gender, user IDs,
connections, and any content shared using the Everyone privacy
setting. ... The default privacy setting for certain types of information
you post on Facebook is set to “everyone.” ... Because it takes two to
connect, your privacy settings only control who can see the connection
on your profile page. If you are uncomfortable with the connection
being publicly available, you should consider removing (or not making)
the connection.”
Facebook’s said withdrawal from strict
data protection and privacy policy was
severely criticised by E.U. data
protection Authorities such as the Article 29 Data Protection Working
Party which considers unacceptable the fact that the company
fundamentally and incrementally changed the default settings on its
social-networking platform to the detriment of a user’s privacy and
emphasises the need for a default setting in Facebook Privacy Policy in
which access to the profile information and information about the
connections of a user is limited to self-selected contacts. The Article 29
Data Protection Working Party considers that any further access to
Facebook users’ personal data and information, such as by search
engines, should be an explicit choice of the user; additionally any use of
personal data of other individuals contained in a user’s profile in
Facebook Platform for commercial purposes should be subject to the
prior free and unambiguous consent of the data subjects as said consent
is defined in E.U. data protection legislation.75
Criticism by the E.U. Article 29
Data Protection Party

A significant legal consequence of the
voluntary
sharing
of
people’s
information through Facebook and other
social networking applications is that
information “knowingly exposed to the public” is not entitled to privacy
protection through the application of the Fourth Amendment protection
in the U.S. law.76 Which means that Facebook Inc. based in the U.S.
and subject to the U.S. law primarily is not bound by the restrictions
regarding privacy protection for the users of Facebook Platform and/or
Facebook Applications. Where information is voluntarily shared with
another party, it may be legally obtained by any third party even any
The Fourth Amendment
protection and the Third Party
doctrine
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Governmental agency and without a warrant.77 Therefore, people
should have no reasonable expectation of privacy in data they give to
third parties such as Facebook Inc., and/or other entities through
Facebook Platform and/or Facebook Applications. This standard applies
equally to information truly open to the public as well as information
voluntarily shared with a third party within the context of a confidential
relationship, such as a business.78 When a person reveals private
information to a third party such as Facebook Inc., that individual
“assumes the risk” that the third party may reveal the information to
authorities (the “third-party doctrine”).79 If the third party willingly
reveals that information to the authorities, the Government and any
government agency do not violate the Fourth Amendment by using it.80
And it is doubtful whether any legal protection against them regarding
said data-mining practice for investigative, surveillance or any other
purposes through social networking sites can be sought, even if it’s
based on the Freedom Of Information Act (FOIA)81 of the U.S.82 Not
only that is true and sustainable, but also the fact that Facebook (as well
as any other social network site) can be subpoenaed by a U.S.
government agency83 with the aim to provide it a Facebook user’s
account information and any other personal data submitted to the
Facebook Platform and/or Applications by the user or any third party,
even if that account is locked based on privacy settings.84 Moreover, it
should be noted that it’s not only Government and government agencies
such as law enforcement agencies (e.g. F.B.I.) that are not bound by the
Fourth Amendment protection regarding the use of information found
and retrieved through Facebook Platform and/or Applications.
Employers,85 school districts, insurance companies, direct marketing
companies and corporations can and do use freely social network sites
in order to collect information about prospective hires, potential lawbreakers, criminal acts, students, risky behaviours, and consumer
behaviour.86
In consideration of the application of the
“third-party doctrine” of U.S. law in the
case of Facebook Privacy Policy, it
makes without saying that Facebook’s evolving privacy policy is
architecture for publicity rather than privacy. If this is a given, then
Facebook’s evolution seems to be in direct confrontation with the
conceived need for promotion of trust in the Information Society by
fostering data protection and privacy in the European market. Contrary
to what is the situation in the U.S. wherein Facebook Inc. is based, in
the European market individuals are at the core of the new environment
of ICT and Information Society online, and an individual’s privacy is
protected even when personal data is submitted to any Governmental
organization or any organization within the Public Sector.87 In Europe
individuals must be able to rely on ICT’s ability to keep their
information secure and control its use, as well as be confident that their
privacy and data protection rights will be honoured in the digital space.
Respect of those rights is essential in order to generate consumer trust.
And such trust is crucial if citizens are to embrace new services.88 A
Trust in Privacy by Design v.
Publicity by Design
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lack of trust in the online environment is seriously hampering the
development of Europe’s online economy. Among people who did not
order any products or services online in 2009 and among the top
reasons about it were privacy concerns, and trust concerns.89 This
envisaged trust which is of crucial importance in the E.U. online
environment must satisfy the need to integrate, at practical level, data
protection and privacy from the very inception of new information and
communication technologies which is referred to as the principle of
“Privacy by Design.”90 The right to privacy and to the protection of
personal data are fundamental rights in the E.U. which must be also
online effectively enforced using the widest range of means: from the
wide application of the principle of “Privacy by Design” in the relevant
ICT technologies, to dissuasive sanctions wherever necessary. The
E.U.’s revised legal framework for electronic communications clarifies
the responsibilities of network operators and service providers,
including their obligation to notify breaches of personal data security.
The recently launched review of the general data protection legal
framework will include a possible extension of the obligation to notify
data security breaches.91 Yet, despite this European will to reinforce the
“Privacy by Design” principle in the E.U. market for the sake of trust in
the ICTs and Information Society, Facebook’s current Privacy Policy
seems to favour the opposite, i.e. unprecedented, unrestrained, and
unexceptional “Publicity by Design” rather than “Privacy by Design,”
thus seems to be out of context with the legal framework for data
protection and privacy in the E.U.92
For this reason, the European Data
Protection Supervisor has identified
social networking sites such as
Facebook—among other Internet applications such as RFID
technology—that deserve careful consideration by the European
Commission regarding data protection and privacy. Facebook as a
social networking service is considered data controller insofar as it
provides the means for the processing of user data and provides all the
basic services related to user management.93 In legal terms this means
that Facebook users and Facebook Inc., share joint responsibility for the
processing of personal data as “data controllers” within the meaning of
Article 2(d) of the Date Protection Directive, albeit to different degrees
and with different sets of obligations.94 In the opinion of the E.U. Data
Protection Supervisor, Facebook users by processing their personal
information and that of others, they fall under the provisions of the E.U.
legislation on data protection that requires, among other things,
obtaining the informed consent95 of those whose information is
uploaded and granting those concerned with the right of rectification,
object, etc. Similarly, Facebook as a social networking service must,
among other things, implement appropriate technical and organisational
measures to prevent unauthorised processing, taking into account the
risks96 represented by the processing and the nature of the data. This in
turn means that Facebook as well as other social networking sites
should ensure privacy-friendly default settings, including settings that
Criticism by the E.U. Data
Protection Supervisor
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restrict profile access to the user’s own, self-selected contacts. Settings
should also require user’s affirmative consent before any profile
becomes accessible to other third parties, and restricted access profiles
should not be discoverable by internal search engines.97 However,
Facebook preselects default settings based on opt-outs, thus facilitating
the disclosure of personal information by default. Its current Privacy
Policy enables profiles to be available to common search engines by
default and considers certain categories of personal information as
“Everyone” information that does not have any privacy settings and
protection.98 This raises questions as to whether individuals have
actually consented to disclosure, as well as whether social networks
have complied with Article 17 of the E.U. Data Protection Directive
(described above) requiring them to implement appropriate technical
and organisational measures to prevent unauthorised processing.99
When Facebook was initially opened,
only members could search for other
members. On September 5, 2007,
Facebook announced that it had made limited public search listings
available to people who are not logged into the Facebook website.
These search listings expose members’ names, profile pictures, the
ability to send a message to a member, view his or her friends, and
request to add that member as a friend.100 Facebook also announced that
it will make these listings available on search engines such as Google,
MSN Live, and Yahoo, which of course, soon after September 5, 2007,
did happen.101 Facebook did not send any email notices to its users
notifying them that their listings had become publicly available and or
that Facebook users’ information is set to ‘Everyone’ by default.
Indeed, Facebook announced through its blog that it does not have a
policy of notifying users of changes to the site via email.102
‘Everyone’ by default

Carolyn Abram, Facebook’s “resident blogger,” explained there are
only four ways that Facebook sends information to users103: through
Home Page announcements, Product Stories and the What’s New page,
the Facebook Blog, and Pages and Updates. Home Page announcements
are “big boxes” that appear at the top of a user’s News Feed when that
user logs into Facebook. Abram explained that Home Page
announcements are used only for the announcements that Facebook
wants to be sure its users are aware of.104 Product Stories and the
What’s New page appear as stories on users’ News Feeds and are used
to communicate “useful tips and fun information about Facebook.”
Finally, Pages and Updates appear in users’ message inboxes, which
they can access after logging into the website. After the public search
change that Facebook Inc., decided arbitrarily, all users were
automatically included in the public search listings; they were given the
option to opt-out of the public listings, but of course said option was
offered after the fact of being publicly listed, via Facebook’s
individualized privacy settings page.105 Before Facebook’s move to
make its search listings public and available on search engines such as
Google, MSN Live, and Yahoo there had been no amendment to
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Facebook’s privacy policy to cover the implications of public searches,
but rather only a phrasing included in the Facebook principles106 stating
that “Please keep in mind that if you disclose personal information in
your profile or when posting comments, messages, photos, videos,
Marketplace listings or other items, this information may become
publicly available.”107
Currently, Facebook Privacy Policy specifically notes that user
information may be made public. It states that “Certain categories of
information such as your name, profile photo, list of friends and pages
you are a fan of, gender, geographic region, and networks you belong
to are considered publicly available to everyone, including Facebookenhanced applications, and therefore do not have privacy settings. You
can, however, limit the ability of others to find this information through
search using your search privacy settings.”108 And it also reminds its
users that “Some of the content you share and the actions you take will
show up on your friends’ home pages and other pages they visit. If
another user tags you in a photo or video or at a place, you can remove
the tag.” But this tag-removing activity can, of course happen only after
the photo is already published. It also states that “You can also limit
who can see that you have been tagged on your profile from your
privacy settings.” But this limitation is not applicable to a photo
published by a friend of a user who has opted for different privacy
settings than the user’s settings.109 Facebook explicitly admits that
“Even after you remove information from your profile or delete your
account, copies of that information may remain viewable elsewhere to
the extent it has been shared with others, it was otherwise distributed
pursuant to your privacy settings, or it was copied or stored by other
users.” That is to say that information removal might be totally
ineffective for a user since in almost all cases postings of information in
one place are viewable in many others, and users tend to re-post
elsewhere information they like.110 And that a user understands “…that
information might be reshared or copied by other users.” And since a
user understands this as a standard process and still consents to the use
of the Facebook Platform, there’s limited room to object to it through
any applicable and sustainable legal action against Facebook Inc.
Facebook’s decision to make public search listings available initially
generated some user protest,111 but that protest quickly waned.112 This
may be because creating a profile, which gives access to Facebook user
information, requires so little effort. Because establishing membership
is very easy, many members do not see a fundamental difference
between opening Facebook up to public membership, and allowing nonmembers to search Facebook profiles. However, Facebook’s
announcement that it would make public listings available to users of
search engines was a dramatically new and unprecedented development
in the world of social networking websites.113 It may not be a decision
that members felt they agreed to when they read and accepted the
website’s privacy policy.114 Yet, their protests against making listings
publicly available were not loud enough to make Facebook Inc. retreat
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from putting their users’ personal and sensitive data at anyone’s access
and retrieval.
Additionally, the developers behind the Facebook applications are also
largely invisible, obscuring the fact that the information is in fact
leaving the confines of Facebook and not just going to the user’s
friends. Applications run within the boundary of the site, giving users
the impression that they are interacting with Facebook and others on
Facebook.115 Yet, this effectively obscures the fact that they are also
interacting with some third party server on which Facebook Inc. and
Facebook Platform have no power and probably the Facebook
application developer has no full power upon, too.116 Moreover, users
are not aware of the fact that all of the other personal information on
their profile as well as personal and sensitive data and information of
their friends’ profiles are potentially being accessed by those third party
application developers for who Facebook Inc. waives its legal
responsibility acknowledging bluntly in fact the company’s inability to
control the behaviour of third party Facebook Application developers
regarding the use of Facebook users’ personal and sensitive data and
information.117 The result is that users have little understanding of the
information they are sharing, with whom they are sharing it, and that
they are responsible for sharing—leaking, actually—all of their friends’
personal and sensitive data and information as well.118
Facebook Privacy Policy provisions
clearly indicate that any information
members provide may become “publicly
available.” Facebook users do not have a subjective expectation of
privacy in their profiles, since the very purpose of creating a Facebook
profile is to make information available to others. Even though the
privacy policy may not be a binding agreement, it still seems odd for a
Facebook member to expect notice before his or her information is
made publicly available when all members are required to agree to a
privacy policy that specifically states that user information may be
made publicly available. The invisibility of information flows presents a
particular problem because when a user does not know what is being
done with her information, she has no ability to contest it. If the
architecture and interface of Facebook essentially hides the amount of
information that is shared to third parties, then there is little that a user
can do about that sharing.
Invisibility of information flows
via Facebook

Indeed, there is little that she can do to avoid the situation, other than
decline to use the third party applications or Facebook per se. The
choice for a user is binary: install the application and give full access to
her own and her friends’ personal information, or don’t use the
application at all.119 If a user opts for installing a Facebook application
then said user technically consents to participating in Facebook and the
certain Facebook application when she signs up. But is questionable
whether that consent is adequate in terms of the Law, especially in
consideration of the meaning of consent in data-protection E.U.14

members regulation. Especially, one of the issues will be whether the
consent was obtained under circumstances where the user understands
what she’s agreeing to.
In addition, Facebook’s architectural
design poses us with new behavioural
problems which seem to be quite
difficult to cope with and come to a
satisfactory solution leveraging on any data-protection legislation either
in the U.S. or in the E.U. In offline life when dealing with a friend or a
small group of them we tend not to perceive said friend or friends as
being a number of a much bigger group of friends and peers. Instead,
we focus on them and share personal data, beliefs and experiences with
them with the perceived assurance that this friendly interaction is
bounded by the limits of the participating friends. This behavioural
norm affects friendly interactions in the online environment of
Facebook, too, despite the fact that Facebook environment is totally
different to offline friendly reciprocal communication. Though users
tend to shake-hands with as many Facebook friends as possible, they
also tend to operate periodically with a limited number of them in mind.
One can hardly cope with some hundreds or thousands of friends daily
regarding personal information and matters other than business and
professional activities. After all, one’s own life is not an issue to discuss
with hundreds or thousands of people simultaneously unless said person
is a public persona. Thus, most Facebook users tend to operate with a
“shrinking perceived audience.”120 That is, they initially begin by
friending a large number of people, and assuming that everything they
say is more or less public. Most Facebook users tend to accept friend
requests without checking their authenticity or suitability.121 Over time,
though, and as their active in mind circle of friends narrows, they tend
to forget about the earlier friends, who are still active in the Facebook
Platform and/or Applications, and tend to focus on the narrower cycle
of the active friends only, but even when acting with them in mind,
neither do they tend to perceive that their Facebook postings is a topic
for discussion among all of their active—in mind, moreover in
Facebook Platform—friends nor that any updates to their earlier
discussions remain available permanently to be seen and used by any of
their Facebook friends. The News Feed format also encourages this
thought, since updates show up on one’s list, only to be displaced
shortly thereafter by other updates. One’s experience, then, is of
ephemeral news postings, not a permanent record. But the record is
nonetheless permanent by default;122 it is possible to go back and view
all of a person’s updates over a period of several years unless she
deletes them.123
New behavioral problems and
the “shrinking perceived
audience”

The behavioural norm of offline friendly interaction is a pattern that
crops up subconsciously because it is manageable. Yet, this norm of
offline friendly interaction is not a pattern applicable to the online
environment of Facebook as we’ve presented hereto. Every posting of a
user becomes public to a user’s friends either they are active or not.
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Thus, every personal data, and every newsfeed from a user’s personal
and/or professional life becomes a topic for discussion for any user’s
Facebook friend. Additionally, Facebook’s architectural design aims at
promoting multilateral rather than bilateral communication. Facebook’s
multilateral communication technologies and their interfaces can
facilitate some values and behaviors at the expense of others such as
one-to-one communication. Even when communication feels to be
bilateral, in fact it is not. For example, ‘wall-to-wall’ communications
allow one to exhange messages with a single friend asynchronously in
what feels and looks like a private space, but which is in fact visible to
others. Τhe abstraction involved in asynchronous, online social
networking encourages a gap between a user’s perceived audience and
the actual audience. Users tend to significantly under-perceive the size
and scope of the audience for their postings.124 The multilateral
communication of Facebook’s architectural design is constantly
evolving as the technology of social networking sites enables entire
types of interactions that are not available offline. Changes in the
interface affect how people behave online, and those behavioral
changes feed back into the norms that guide them.
Among the applications that were
announced125 in 2007 with the aim to
enhance Facebook’s social networking
experience was what it called “an entirely new advertising solution for
Facebook”, i.e. Social Ads. Social ads display relevant advertisements
related to actions that users have taken on the site.126 The announcement
specified that the new Social Ads product would result in three main
changes for Facebook users: (1) it would give users a way to connect
with “products, businesses, bands, celebrities and more”; (2) ads would
become “more relevant and more meaningful” to users; and (3) users
would have the options to share actions they take on third-party
websites with their Facebook friends. Facebook assured users that
advertisers would never have access to who is seeing their ads, personal
information about users, or the social actions that accompany their ads,
but rather that only friends of a user would share the personally
identifiable information visible in a social ad.127 This announcement
was only published in the Facebook blog, though in accordance with
Facebook policy, no announcements were sent to users’ personal email
addresses.128 Also, though Facebook Inc. acknowledges data sharing,
commonly known as “conversion tracking”129 that helps the company to
measure its advertising effectiveness and improves the quality of the
advertisements that Facebook users see, it does not provide through the
Facebook Privacy Policy any clarification upon the method it uses in
the conversion tracking process.130 And though Facebook Inc. states
that it does not share its users’ personal data with advertisers, yet it does
state that the company allows advertisers to choose the characteristics
of users who will see their advertisements through Facebook based on
any of the non-personally identifiable attributes131 of Facebook users
that Facebook Inc. has collected and shared with advertisers including
information that users may have decided not to show to other users,
Facebook Social Ads
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such as their birth year or other sensitive personal information or
preferences.132 It is obvious that Facebook Inc., despite any different
claims, it does leverage on personal data and information submitted to
Facebook Platform by its users with the aim to profit from the exchange
of this information. There are advertising methods such as the
‘behavioral targeting’ which are used in order to produce the maximum
financial gains for the (right)-holder of this information.133 Personal
and sensitive data and information submitted into the Facebook system
is treated as if it were a corporate asset; software development is using
said data and information with the aim to make the most out of it, as
well as make most users submit through the Facebook Platform as more
data and information as possible.
In consideration of the analysis described
hereto, it is beyond any doubt that
privacy in the nook of Facebook
currently is problematic and biphasic, at
least. Biphasic is in the sense that by 2005 it started as data and
information available to no one but a user and his/her friends unless
said user decided otherwise, while by 2009 it turned into data and
information available to everyone unless a user decided it to be only for
him/her and his/her friends. And problematic is in any E.U. sense of
privacy and data protection. Facebook’s disrespect for privacy norms is
reflected in the company’s chief executive officer’s publicly stated
views. Facebook’s founder and CEO Mark Zuckerberg has no
hesitation in making public statements of his views that the age of
privacy is over134 or that what people want isn’t complete privacy135 or
that he sees no reason why information in people’s accounts, as in his
own Facebook account, should not be public and accessible to
everyone,136 or in making assertions that people may be more excited
about exposing their life-activities such as shopping records in a few
years rather than keep these activities under the privacy hood.137 Yet, he
does recognize that privacy is an issue of focal point for Facebook.138
Problematic and biphasic
privacy in the nook of
Facebook

The current situation in Facebook is one of legal uncertainty—if not of
legal confrontation and direct breach of data protection law in the E.U.
legal environment—which causes problems for both regulators and
individuals whose privacy and personal data are not fully protected.139
Because of this fact as well as in consideration of the fact that national
Authorities140 as well as international European Authorities141 have
already pointed out the conflicts of social networking sites and practices
with the local and the E.U. data protection legal framework with the
aim to make Facebook and other social networking sites to comply with
the local and the E.U. data protection law,142 in my opinion Facebook
Inc.—the biggest and most popular social network operator—is faced
with an eerie, major, and multi-dimensional crisis. The first signs of this
crisis for Facebook Inc. are already discernible through the press and
the media.143 Facebook is met more-and-more with bud publicity
periodically regarding data-protection and privacy through the
company’s Platform and third-party Applications.144 If the management
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of Facebook Inc. does not decide to change its current Privacy Policy
and reshape the Facebook Platform and/or Applications accordingly so
as to comply with data protection legal frameworks that put an
emphasis on the protection of individual’s privacy rights, i.e. to provide
settings that restrict access to Facebook users profiles to a user’s own
self-selected contacts, as well as settings that require user’s affirmative
consent in the meaning of prior free and unambiguous consent of the
data subjects as said consent is defined in E.U. data protection
legislation before any profile is accessible to third parties; if they don’t
opt for settings that provide restricted access to users’ profiles so that
they are not discoverable by internal/external search engines. If not that
minimum but necessary for data protection and privacy compliance
changes do not happen any time soon, if not Facebook Inc. make all
necessary changes in its Platform and third-party admittance
Applications policy so that users have full command of their personal
data and information, then Facebook Inc. would probably have to face a
litigation spree, that is to say legal measures with possible severe
consequences, taken against it either by national Authorities, European
Authorities or E.U.-members’ Authorities and/or Facebook users in the
form of class action suites, too. For Facebook Inc., a possible
implication of this kind is not only a crisis of litigation nature, but could
possibly, also, turn into a public relations and corporate public affairs
crisis regarding the company’s reputation and other intangible assets of
it with negative consequences on the company’s tangible assets and
their traded value.145
The value of Facebook lies not just in the content provided (which is
group-specific), but in its replication in electronic form of the web of
human relationships and trust connections. Therefore, possible litigation
based on breaches of privacy and data-protection legislation is a direct
hit to the core of trust-relationships and connections which Facebook
Inc. purports to support, and which is a necessary ingredient in the
Information Society.146 Facebook and all social networking sites may be
seen as informal but all-embracing trusted identity management
tools,147 defining access to user-created content via social relationships.
If this identity management were found to fail and mistrust because of
privacy and data-protection failure, then the identity management tools
operator would reasonably be expected to fail and mistrust, too, unless
serious effort were undertaken with the aim to comply with data
protection legal frameworks in consideration of which the identity
management tool operator could be judged. Said legal frameworks may
also need to be modified or extended aiming at ruling clearly the
operation of Facebook and other social networking services which
represent a relatively novice phenomenon.148 Especially, differing legal
frameworks which affect the operation and development of social
networking sites through their provisions for the protection of privacy,
personal and sensitive data of data subjects, such as the U.S. from one
side and the E.U. from another, might need to be re-examined with the
aim to adopt unified ruling on basic privacy, data protection principles
and core data subject’s rights. Negotiations aiming at that point have
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already started between the E.U. and the U.S.149 There is no doubt that
Facebook and the peer social networking sites present a scenario, which
was hardly foreseen clearly when current data-protection legislation
was created. This means that certain issues in data-protection law may,
also, need to be clarified.150 But, it also means that Facebook Inc. under
current legislative framework for data protection and privacy certainly
needs to change its Platform and Applications so that it abides by law. It
remains to be seen.
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